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ABSTRACT 
The number of members of a family of sequences of length n of zeros and ones 
whose members differ from one another in at most 2 k places is shown to be nec- 
essarily no more than 
y~ . 
A generalization to a similar statement about families of sequences of integers, and 
the relation of this theorem to a result of Katona are also described. 
Erd~is has suggested the following conjecture: Let X be a collection 
of sequences of length n of zeros and ones, e.g., A ---- {A j , . . . ,  An} 
with each Ai = 0, 1, and let I A -- B I = Y,~=J I Ai -- Bi [. I f  for each 
pair A, B in X, l A -- B I ~ 2 r and n ~ 2r q- 1 then X can contain no 
more than ~]~=0 ( / ) sequences .  In this paper we prove this conjecture 
(it was proved for r = 1 by Erd~Ss), by constructing a one-to-one 
mapping from X into a subset of the sequences containing r or fewer 
"ones". To this end we define the following mappings of sequences into 
other sequences. Let A = {.,z/1 . . . . .  An} 
TS: TjA = {A 1 . . . . .  A j_ I ,  0, As.+j , . . . ,  An} 1 ~ j  ~ n 
Ss: SsA = (Aj  . . . . .  AS_j, A s + As+~ -- AsAs+~, AsAs+j, As+~,..., An} 
l < j~n- -  1 
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If all the sequences in a collection F are within 2r of one another, the 
same result holds for S~F or T~F; these mappings are not one-to-one 
however. We therefore define mapping Ti(F ) and Sj(F) by 
Tj(F)A = { T]A if TjACF 
A otherwise 
Sj(F)A = I SiA if SjAdi.F 
A otherwise t 
These mappings take F into other collections of sequences each of which 
will contain only sequences less than 2r apart from each other if the se- 
quences in F have this property. In addition they are one-to-one within 
F. [If A, B, ~ F, then 
I Ty (F)A -- T~ (F)B I = I 
[ TjA -- TjB [ ~ I A -- B l < 2r 
if TiA, TiBC-F 
]A - -B[  <2r  if T~A,Tr 
[ T,A -- B I = [ A -- TiB [ ~ 2r 
if T~ACF, T~B~F. 
The same results hold for each Sy(F).] 
We now form the collections Xi defined by 
Xo=X 
X i = T i (~ i_a )~ i_  1 
l< i<n 
The collection Xn will have the same number of sequences as X, which 
sequences will be pairwise no more than 2r apart. In addition, if A is in 
Xn then any sequences which has zeros wherever A has zeros will also 
be in X~. (Let B be a sequence having all the zeros of A and one more 
in the j-th place. Let Aj be the sequence in Xj_a such that 
A -= Tn(Xn-1)"" Ts(Xj-1)A j
Then T~(Xs_I)A s = A~ ~- TyAj since A has a "one" in the j-th place. 
Thus TjAs~X~_ ~. But then we have 
B = T.(X~_I)"" T~(X~_I) (Tj&) ~ X.). 
Clearly the null sequence (0, 0 . . . . .  0) lies in X~ and thus no sequence 
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in X, has more than 2r "ones" in it. Moreover, if A and B lie in X,, 
there can be at most 2r places in which either A or B or both have ones. 
That is, if we define A w B by (A • B)i = max (Ai, Bi) for 1 < i < n, 
then 
n 
]A UB[  = Y~ (.4 Y B) i<_2r.  
(Let (An  B)i = min {Ai, Bi}. I f  A, B 6 X. and ~=1 (A u B) i > 2r + 1, 
then (B -- (A n B)) ~ X. and I A - - (B - -AC~B)[>2r -k l .  
These properties imply that X. contain no more than ~-o  ( n ] ele- 
l 
ments. \ / 
We prove this by employing the S transformations defined above to 
reduce our collection X~ of sequences to a canonical form YN using which 
we can produce an explicit isomorphism between sequences containing 
more than r q- 1 ones contained in YN and certain sequences containing 
less than r ones which cannot be in it. 
Let Yo = X~: 
r.4 = s j ( r ]_ l )  r]_l 
with 
S~(F) =-- 1, j '  ~ j (mod n), 1 < j '  ~ n. 
Each transformation S i (F  ) has the effect of moving "ones" to the left 
(interchanging ones with zeros on their left) in the sequences upon which 
it operates or leaving the sequence unchanged. For sufficiently large N, 
the "ones" in the sequences in YN will be moved as far left as possible 
and Y~r will therefore be stationary under the operations of each S s (Ylv): 
Sj(YN)Yzr = Y~z 1 "< j ~ n -- 1. 
Ylv has all of the properties of X,; in addition, if A ~ YN, and B is 
any sequence of zeros and ones obtained from A by interchanging any 
ones in A with zeros, each zero lying to the left of the corresponding one 
in A, then B ~ Ylv. (If any "one" in A is interchanged with the "one" 
or "zero" lying one space to its left in A, the resulting sequence must be 
in Ylv, since Y~r is stationary under each Si(N).  ) 
Suppose A ~ Y~v and A contains r § k ones. At most r -- k of these 
ones can be corresponded with distinct zeros in A, each zero lying to the 
left of the corresponding one, or the sequence B obtained by inter- 
changing r -- k -q- 1 of the ones with such corresponding zeros would 
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lie in YN, and would satisfy ~ j  (A W B) s ~ 2r + 1. Let the r + k indices 
j for which A s = 1 be denoted by j '~, . . , ,  Jr+~ with Jl > J2 9 9 9 > Jr+~. 
For 1 < l < j  -- k + 1, we define jz to be the largest integer less than 
Jz, satisfying 
Jz@Ji  1 < i<r+k,  
Yt:=~Ym l<m<l .  
By these definitions J~-e+l ~ 0, since otherwise there are r -  k + 1 
zeros to the left of  corresponding ones in A. 
We define 
j~ l< i<r - -k+l  
by Ji = ]i  if Ji ~ 1 ; or, if J i  --< 0, by Ji = largest integer not greater than 
n satisfying 
Ji--/:Jz l< l<r+k,  
j~ sA f,~ l < m < l. 
Consider the sequence B a which has "ones"  in the ( r -  k + 1) 
positions Ji and zeros elsewhere. Since A ~ YN and [ A -- BA ] = 2r + 1 
we have B a # Ylv. Let B a '  be the sequence which has ones only in the 
positions y~ for Ji ~ 1. 
Suppose Ji = 0. The number  i may then be  deduced from BA since 
i -- 1 represents the maximal number of ones in B a which can be paired 
with distinct zeros of  BA, each zero lying to the right of  the corresponding 
one. (Each ]z may be paired to Jz; each Jz not equal to ]~ lies to the left 
only of zeros of Ba which are jm's, in each of which case it lies to the left 
of  the corresponding f,~ as well.) 
Given B a we may therefore determine BA'. F rom Ba', moreover, we 
may recover A, by inserting ones in the places as close as possible to the 
right of the ones of B a' ; the remaining ones in A may be inserted in the 
first (r + k -- (i -- 1)) left-hand places which are not ones of Ba'  or al- 
ready ones of A. The mapping from A to B a is therefore invertable and 
hence one-to-one. (If  all ones of B can be paired with zeros, each zero 
lying to the right of the corresponding one, then B 3& B a for all A 
in Y~v.) 
We have therefore constructed a one- to-one mapping f rom X into a 
subset of the sequences containing r or fewer ones. I f  n = 2r + 1, Ba is 
the complement of A, for larger n there are always more sequences con- 
taining r --  k + 1 ones excluded by sequences containing r + k ones in 
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Yzr than there are sequences of the latter kind in YN. The maximum 
( nl ) elements in X is then only achieved when Ylv is X, and is the 
set of sequences containing r or fewer ones. 
The method of proof described here applies as well to a number of 
other problems. For example, P. Erd~Ss, Chao Ko, and R. Rado [I] 
conjectured and G. Katona [2] recently proved that the largest number 
of subsets of an n-element set S, the intersection of any pair of which 
contains at least k elements, is equal to the number of subsets of S con- 
taining (n + k)/2 or more elements when n § k was even integer; 
and when n + k is an odd integer is equal to 
. . -1  1)) (J)] + (l(n+k 
This result can be deduced by the argument above, applied to the com- 
plements of the sets in S. 
The following generalization of the result above also holds. 
THEOREM. Let X be a family of sequences {Aj) of length n of integers 
satisfying 0 < Aj <~ tj with tj > 0 for 1 < j < n. Given sequences A and 
B let ]A -- B[ -= ~=1 I Aj - Bj I. Ifeachpair (A,B)for A,B in Xsatisfy 
[ A -- B I <-- 2k with n > 2k q- 1, then the number of sequences in X can 
be no larger than is the number of members of a family consisting of all 
sequences A for which ~'/=1 Aj < k and 0 < A i ~ tj. 
PROOF. The proof proceeds by induction on the tj's. The S and T trans. 
formations described above can be generalized irectly t ~ the situation 
of this theorem. Suppose after such transformations are performed upon 
any family F for all sequences of integers {S~} with S~ ~< t~ there exists 
a one-one mapping from the sequences {B~} in our family F for which 
0 < B i < Sj and Y,~=I Bj = k -t- I into sequences {Cj} not in the family 
satisfying 0 < Cj < Sj and Y~=~ Cj = k -- l + 1, for all l. 
Suppose now we have a family F consisting of sequences {Aj} satis- 
fy ingO<Aj<t j l  < j<n- - l ,O<A~ <t ,~+ l and  IA - -B [<2k  
for each A, B in F: There is a one-one mapping from each sequence 
A in F satisfying ~1~=1 A~ = k q- l and A. < t. into sequences B not 
in F satisfying ~}~=1 Bs = k -- l + 1 and B. ~< t. by the induction hy- 
pothesis. Those sequences C, D in F satisfying D,~ = C. = t. + 1 must sat- 
isfy ~E~_~ 1 [ C~ -- Dj I --< 2(k -- t. -- 1) (this step requires n > 2k + 1). 
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Those sets C for which Y~7=1 Cj = k -- l satisfy 
Y~ Q=(k - t~- l )+t  
and can be mapped into sequences {E/), 1 < j < n satisfying 
Ej) (~1 +tn+l=k- - l+ l  
with 
{E 1 . . . . .  En_ 1, tn + 1 } 
not in F, again by the induction hypothesis. This proves the theorem. 
The method described here obviously provides an alternative proof or 
the first result of this paper. 
The limitation  ~ 2k q- 1 here can probably be replaced as follows. 
CONJECTURE. With the hypotheses above and n ~ 2k, the number 
of elements of X is less than the largest of 
(1) the number of sequences A satisfying ~E~=I A~ < k with 0 ~ Aj < t~; 
(2) the number of sequences B satisfying with 0 < B s ~ S s < ts, 
for some sequence {Ss} satisfying Y,}L1 Sj = 2k. 
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